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Abstract—Path aware networking (PAN) is an approach that
allows endpoints to participate in the end-to-end path selection,
letting them choose paths best suited for each application. This
approach offers numerous potential benefits including rapid failover, concurrent use of parallel paths, and QoS enabled networks,
even spanning multiple domains. The dynamic interconnection of
different autonomous systems (ASes) in path aware networks
offers both challenges and opportunities for network service
providers, which in turn provide opportunities for traffic engineering previously not possible.
The SCION path-aware network architecture has been designed from the ground up with security in mind, and features
a trust structure that can serve as a basis for more dynamic
interconnection between ASes. In this paper, we describe a
prototype spot market that lets the ASes sell time-limited excess
capacity, allowing buyers to divert traffic to cheaper alternatives
temporarily. We believe this market allows for new opportunities
both in traffic engineering and inter-domain connectivity that
have not existed before. The market benefits all parties involved,
as the formerly wasted bandwidth is now used, and provides
additional revenue—in varying degrees—to all the participating
entities.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND M OTIVATION
The global Internet evolved from a research experiment to
critical infrastructure in about 40 years. Partially as a result
of this evolutionary path, the business-to-business interfaces
of the Internet were essentially an afterthought, developing
organically. The engineers developing the standards were not
originally concerned with “money flow”; today the flow of
compensation between service providers is coarse-grained,
slow-changing, and shrouded in mystery, despite its obvious
importance. Transaction costs for autonomous systems (ASes)
to agree to carry one another’s traffic are decreasing, but
remain high. Moreover, the technical interface between ASes,
namely the Border Gateway Protocol [20], was simply not
designed for today’s security environment. This has wellknown undesirable consequences: For one thing, the global
Internet routing system based on BGP is known to be subject
to a wide variety of attacks. Although countermeasures have
been developed [5], [17], deployment is slow, and some have
no known mitigation today [22]. Currently, the ability of
the global routing system to detect and respond to routing
incidents relies heavily on human observation and human
reaction times. Trust relationships among ASes are complex
and sometimes unclear, because in general they must cooperate
in order to provide end-to-end network service, while at
the same time they may compete for customers. Barriers to
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entry for new providers are high, stifling competition. Finally,
there is essentially no incentive for an individual provider
to offer end-to-end “premium” services, because there is no
global mechanism for distributing any additional revenue such
a service might generate to other providers, who must of
necessity be involved in implementing the service.
The high-level motivation for this work is the hypothesis
that lowering transaction costs and making explicit the flow
of value (and thus trust relationships) between providers can
lead to a more dynamic and secure Internet. Our thesis is that
enabling automatic or semi-automatic negotiation of contracts
at a finer granularity, with a menu of standard and commonlyunderstood definitions of “service”, will reduce risk and offer
opportunities for providers to gain additional revenue. For
example, a “spot market” for cheap transit service could enable
providers to monetize their excess capacity during off-peak
times, while customers could save money on certain types of
traffic [25]. Although there have been some recent efforts in
that direction [8], [18], they rely on the existing BGP-based
system and therefore inherit the aforementioned problems.
A fundamental challenge for such a system is how the
trust necessary for economic transactions can be established
between providers. Fortunately, the SCION architecture [10],
[27] is designed from the ground up to deal with this problem
and was already deployed [16]. In this paper, we show how
the SCION network can be combined with concepts of the
Economic Software-Defined Exchange (ESDX) [6], [13] to enable online transactions establishing service contracts between
providers.
II. OVERVIEW
The SCION architecture offers several advantages, including
path transparency, support for multipath transmission, and
a solid security framework. However, it was designed to
support the kind of inter-domain routing relationships that exist
today. Our project is exploring ways to enable more dynamic
and flexible inter-domain routing. To that end, we present
a mechanism that allows ASes to “offer” transit services
to peers for a limited time and for a limited price. The
approach leverages SCION’s secure routing system to ensure
that (i) advertisements cannot be spoofed; (ii) only legitimate
(i.e., paid) traffic can make use of the specific service; ASes
continue to enjoy the other benefits provided by SCION, such
as path-awareness and the ability to use multiple paths to the
same destination.

A. SCION architecture
In SCION, ASes are grouped into isolation domains (ISDs),
each administered by a few distinguished core ASes; ISDs may
also contain some non-core ASes. Each ISD independently
defines its roots of trust, and the routing process within an
ISD is isolated from external influences. Each end-to-end path
consists of up to three path segments: up-path (from a noncore to a core AS in the same ISD), core path (between core
ASes in different ISDs), and down-path (from a core to a
non-core AS ISD) segments.1 Inter-domain routing in SCION
proceeds through a process called beaconing, in which core
ASes originate path-segment construction beacons (PCBs),
which are forwarded as a policy-constrained flood to other
ASes within the ISD and among core ASes, to explore intraISD paths and core paths, respectively. PCBs accumulate
cryptographically protected AS-level path information as they
traverse the network, including protected forwarding information, encoded in the form of hop fields (HFs). End-hosts obtain
policy-compliant path segments from path servers within their
ISD, and embed the corresponding sequence of segments in
each packet header to create end-to-end forwarding paths for
data packets.
B. Motivating Example
To illustrate how our system might be used, Figure 1
presents a simple example involving four ASes (which are
assumed to be in the same isolation domain, and thus share a
common trusted root configuration and have each others’ public keys). Circles in the figure represent ASes, while hexagons
represent IXPs. AS S normally routes traffic destined for D
via AS 1. The traffic along this route normally runs just under
the threshold of S’s service level agreement (SLA) with AS 1
that would increase its costs significantly. (Assume each AS’s
connection to IXPs X and Y is amply provisioned and will
not be a bottleneck.) One of S’s subscribers has a periodic job

Fig. 1. AS interconnection for motivating example.

that requires moving a substantial amount of data to AS D,
which would put AS S’s traffic over the threshold if sent via
AS 1. Meanwhile, AS 2 has unused capacity that it wishes to
monetize. So it advertises transit from its port on IXP X to its
port on IXP Y . S accepts the offer, and begins to forward the
1 Paths

between hosts in the same ISD omit the core path.

data along the path S-X-2-Y -D, while still sending its regular
traffic along the normal path S-X-1-Y -D. It composes the
SCION header using the hop fields in the beacon it receives
from AS 2, plus the information given in the contract obtained
from buying the offer in the market.
C. Key System Components
A system to support dynamic transit agreements like the
one above requires several components:
• A protocol for making offers and completing transactions.
• A trusted entity for running the marketplace, i.e., connecting
ASes making offers and those wanting to purchase transit
service. In this work, we propose the IXP as a natural
(presumably neutral) intermediary.
• A common unit of service in which offers and contracts
are denominated. This is needed in order to assemble endto-end services efficiently, and needs to be developed based
on common operational needs in deployment. Our prototype
uses 10-minute segments of 1 Mbps capacity, plus additional
attributes that indicate the level of service (e.g., loss rate).
• A dispute resolution system. This consists of both a technical piece, which provides credible and objective evidence of
actual performance with minimal overhead, and a forum for
adjudication of complaints—e.g., a legal forum. We focus
here on the former (see Section IV), and observe that one
or more entities operated by a consortia of ASes would be
good candidates to implement the adjudication as well as
the technical parts.
For more details about the SCION architecture, please refer
to the SCION book [10].
III. T RANSACTION P ROTOCOL
In order to standardize and streamline the process of selling
and buying bandwidth from the spot market, we propose an
initial protocol that allows ASes to interact by means of remote
procedure calls (RPCs) to reach agreement on quantity, price
and the parameters for the SCION configuration that will then
implement the data plane connection. The protocol has two
components: the marketplace proper, which consists of frequently used calls (implemented using gRPC [23]) involving
selling and buying bandwidth; and the configuration plane,
dealing with establishing the public keys of the ASes. The
latter is currently implemented manually, ensuring that the
certificate introduced for an AS includes the correct public key
for that AS (according to the ASes’ ISD). The marketplace
RPC server is managed by a trusted broker, which can be
located at the IXP where all ASes connect, although it need
not be. (Further details of messages are given in Section V-A.)
A. Marketplace Plane
The prototype does not currently describe any RPCs related
to actual clearing, i.e., money escrow/transfer. We believe
this can be decoupled from the marketplace itself to permit
flexibility; the main requirement is that the identifiers used
for clearing can be used in the transactions below.
In the marketplace the ASes have three possible actions:

Sell bandwidth: an AS creates a bandwidth offer.
List offers: any AS can list the available bandwidth offers.
• Buy bandwidth: an AS buys (a part of) an available offer.
1) Sell Bandwidth: An AS can sell bandwidth from one of
its interfaces to another (transit), or to its internal network
(access). The AS can only sell standard bandwidth units,
defined as 1Mbps for 600 seconds. These units can be stacked
as if they were containers on a ship (instead they occupy a
slot in time), and each 600 seconds there is a stack of N
units. For instance, an AS may want to sell 1Gbps during
twenty minutes, then 500Mbps for ten minutes, then 1Gpbs
for ten more minutes. It would specify the bandwidth profile
to be {1000, 1000, 500, 1000}. The aggregation of units is
important, because this way sellers let buyers atomically
specify which portions of the offer they want to buy in a single
purchase operation. The offer also includes the time window
during which the capacity will be available.
Once the broker receives the offer to sell, it checks the
authenticity and stores it as an original offer. It then proceeds
to create an exact replica of the offer, but signed with the
broker’s own private key instead of the seller’s. The broker
then publishes this offer as an available offer and returns that
offer’s ID to the seller. Swapping the signature allows the
broker to republish an offer when another AS buys only a
portion of the available offer; this way no further interaction
with the seller is necessary. Since the original offer (signed by
the seller) is stored, it can be proven that the broker created
the available offer from the original one.
2) List Offers: This simply returns all available offers at
the broker as a sequence of offer specification messages plus
their IDs. We define an available offer as one that contains a
non-zero bandwidth profile, is signed by the broker, is derived
either from an original offer or from another available offer
and a contract, and has not passed its expiration time.
3) Buy Offer: An AS can buy the whole or a part of an
available offer. After listing the available offers and identifying one that meets its needs, an AS may request to purchase
all or part of that offer by specifying its identifier. Once the
broker receives the purchase order message, it checks the
authenticity and correctness of the message. If the offer is no
longer available, the buyer is notified with an error. Otherwise,
the parameters of the purchase request are checked against
the offer, and the buyer is notified if there is a mismatch; this
should seldom happen (e.g., requested bandwidth not available
would imply a mistake on the buyer’s side). If the request is
correct, the broker atomically creates a new available offer and
a contract. The new available offer is created only if a nonzero bandwidth profile remains after subtracting the amounts
purchased, and the contract is returned to the buyer. The seller
is notified that a new contract has been created.
This design is simple, and has an increasing potential for
contention and overhead to re-issue available offers as the
number of concurrent buyers increases. (We evaluate this
overhead and provide the results in the evaluation section.)
An alternative could involve the broker collecting multiple
purchase orders and fulfilling them as a group; it could even
•
•

collect purchase orders from several buyers and after certain
time perform the actual purchases. This approach allows for a
more efficient partitioning of the offer, and may serve better
the interests of the seller, but has worse trust implications for
the buyers, as the temporal ordering of the purchase orders
is opaque to everybody but the broker. We also provide an
example of a mediation in the evaluation section.
Clearly the broker will need to use a mechanism that
maximizes utility for all parties, since ASes will keep using
the broker only if they find it useful, thus incentivizing the
search for better mechanisms.
B. Configuring SCION
After selling or buying a part of an offer, the SCION infrastructure needs to know that the topology has changed. The
event happens synchronously for the buyer—immediately after
getting a new contract they can reconfigure their infrastructure,
paying attention to the starting times—and asynchronously
for the seller. In this latter case, the broker notifies the seller
AS with the contract message using an already open channel
created when the seller submitted their offer.
Because a new inter-AS link is being created dynamically,
two events must happen for each of the two ASes involved:
1) The AS adds the details of the link to its topology.
2) The AS reloads the configuration of the affected components.
Both items are feasible according to SCION and the reference
implementation [21]. Adding a new link to the topology is
usually a manual process, but there is nothing preventing
an automated configuration if the contract contains enough
information regarding the remote part of the link, and if the
local part can be pre-configured or derived from the existing
configuration. The topology is only modified by adding a
new interface to a particular border router, which contains
all interfaces configured from the marketplace; other border
routers of the AS are left unmodified. We label this router the
“ESDX border router”, to indicate its role in the marketplace.
If there is no such router in the topology, one is added or
designated; thus, the AS always has one or zero ESDX border
routers in the topology. Once the configuration process has
finished, the AS reloads only the ESDX border router, since no
other component could have been affected by the transaction.
Finally, when the contract expires, the interface is removed
from the ESDX border router, and this router is reloaded—
or removed if empty. Both interface adding and removing
operations are atomic, as there could be a number of contracts
that start or expire at the same time.
In the case of the seller, the SCION beaconing process can
start just moments after the ESDX border router has the new
interface, following the seller’s internal policy as usual. This
can be done with enough time in advance (seconds) to allow
the propagation of the novel PCBs to reach the client with
enough anticipation for the client to start using the link exactly
when the contract starts.
Another configuration possibility for the seller implies
configuring the ESDX border router early, and propagating

beacons before the contract starts. The problem with this
approach is that the definition of the hop fields in the SCION
forwarding protocol do not include a starting time field, so the
buyer AS could use the dataplane on the link earlier than it
should.
Even without modifying the SCION hop field in the forwarding protocol, and from the buyer AS’s perspective, the
PCBs that the seller propagates to the buyers using the new
link have a high novelty score, thus generally preferred and
selected in the path exploration process. In general these
beacons reach all downstream ASes very early in the process,
unless prevented by the buyer’s policy.
IV. V ERIFYING C ONTRACT F ULFILLMENT
Dispute resolution over the correct fulfillment of contracts
requires two key pieces: (1) a set of trusted monitors observing
the packet stream and (2) a forum for adjudication of complaints that accepts evidence captured by the monitors.
The monitoring component has to be able to collect evidence of the behavior or misbehavior of buyers and sellers.
Concerning buyers, the monitors have to record the inbound
and outbound traffic volume from and to the buyer AS over
the SCION link negotiated by the contract. In case the seller
accuses the purchaser of overusing the provided link, the
bandwidth trace can be compared to the bandwidth profile
in the contract. For bandwidth sellers, the monitors make sure
that the forwarding bandwidth between the IXP interface of
the seller and the upstream interfaces named in the contract is
actually delivered.
We can achieve both goals by placing bandwidth monitors
on the IXP-link between the seller and buyer ASes and
between the seller AS and all upstream providers that are
offered as reachable paths. We refer to the monitor between
seller and buyer as downstream monitor and the monitors
between seller and upstream providers as upstream monitors.
Monitors are implemented as transparent “bump in the wire”
systems that passively examine traffic exchanged between the
border routers.
Since monitors must be trusted by both seller and buyer, we
propose that the downstream monitor be under the administrative control of the already trusted IXP. Upstream monitors
should be provided by a trusted 3rd party, for example another
IXP that connects the seller AS to its upstream provider or
another organization that provides a neutral trusted service
similar to CAs in the current Internet.
The data path of our prototype monitors is implemented as
an eBPF XDP program with a control plane in Go [1]. There
is no explicit communication between the marketplace and the
monitors, since they can learn of new contracts by observing
the interface IDs in the SCION packet header. Monitors log
a byte count for every unique egress/ingress interface pair
between buyer and seller. Buyers and seller can request the log
files pertaining a certain set of interface pairs by presenting the
corresponding contract to the monitors. In case of a dispute,
the log files can be used as evidence in the appropriate forum.

V. P ROTOTYPE AND E VALUATION
A simple initial prototype of the marketplace and SCION
configuration service has been built using Django and gRPC
[1]. The prototype implements the marketplace RPCs described in Section III, as well as some scripts to configure
ASes’ certificates, which must be run manually. Marketplace
messages sent by ASes are authenticated by the broker using
the ASes’ certificates. The broker’s certificate is available
to any AS via the same configuration mechanism used to
configure its own certificates; thus, ASes can validate the
broker’s signature on re-issued offers and contracts. The
purchase process follows what is described in Section III;
only one purchase order is satisfied at a time; any additional
concurrent purchase orders (e.g., from other ASes) are notified
their offers were not accepted, and the broker re-issues the sale
offer (provided the bandwidth profile is non-empty). Thus it
is up to the ASes that did not succeed to re-list the available
offers and try again; as we shall see, this leads to significant
overhead when many ASes are interested in the same sale
offer.
The SCION configuration process assumes a running and
valid topology for the reference implementation, and although
it could be triggered by most task managers for Django
(Celery, cron, etc.), we have opted to simply trigger it
manually for our tests.
A. Messages
The messages are specified using gRPC, which easily allows inter-process communication in different languages. For
our prototype, we have implemented the spot market using
Django-gRPC, and spot-market clients using python and Go.
1) Sell Bandwidth: When an AS wants to sell part of
its bandwidth, it creates an offer specification message that
contains the following fields:
ia_id: the ISD-AS identifier of the seller.
not_before, not_after: starting time and ending time
of the bandwidth offer. not_after − not_before = n ×
600 (seconds), with n ∈ N, n ≥ 1.
reachable_paths: a \n separated list of paths that the
seller offers (expressed as policies according to [21]).
qos_class: the type of service assurance. This allows to
specify the level of commitment to detect the fulfillment of
the contracts made on this offer. We currently define classes
“0” (no QoS) and “1” (monitored bandwidth).
monitor_provider: if the qos_class is “1”, this field
specifies the provider doing the monitoring.
price_per_unit: the price in $ per standard bandwidth
unit.
bw_profile: the bandwidth profile. To be valid it must
before
contain not after−not
slots.
600
br_address_template: how the seller’s border router
address looks like. E.g., 10.1.1.4:50000-51000 means
that the seller’s border router address in the contract will be
10.1.1.4:PORT, with 50000 ≤ PORT ≤ 51000.
br_mtu: the MTU the seller specifies for this link.

B. Evaluation
The evaluation involves a number of ASes whose keys and
certificates have been configured statically, each of which has a
predefined role as seller or buyer. All the offers present in the
marketplace are suitable for any of the buyers’ preferences,
and as long as there is any available bandwidth left in an
offer’s profile, buyers will try to buy it. This scenario intends
to mimic a simplified typical IXP setup with the addition that
the offers are useful to any client.
For this simple first-come, first-served prototype the time
needed to purchase all the offered capacity in a single offer
grows quadratically with the number of concurrent ASes
purchasing the offer. This is because each time a contract
is issued, the broker has to inform every AS that did not
succeed of their failure, and each of those ASes must issue
another offer to buy. However, the total time for 100 ASes to
purchase a part of the same original offer is still less than 20
seconds, which makes even this simple prototype suitable for,
e.g., medium size IXPs (same unique offer in Figure 2).
More realistic is the normally dist. offer case, where the
clients purchases are distributed normally among the existing

just one attempt
same unique offer
equivalent offer
uniformly dist. offer
normally dist. offer

60
Time [s]

br_link_to: with possible values CORE, PARENT, or
PEER. It specifies the type of link it is being offered.
signature: the signature of the seller on all previous fields.
The seller AS receives the ID of the registered offer after
submitting the offer specification.
2) Buy Bandwidth: The purchase order message contains
the following fields:
offer_id: the ID of the offer from which to buy (obtained
from the broker’s list of available offers).
offer: the offer specification message.
buyer_ia_id: the ISD-AS identifier of the buyer.
bw_profile: a bandwidth profile describing the portion
that the buyer intends to buy.
starting_on: the time at which the above bandwidth profile should start. Note that this time is always ≥ not_before
in the available offer. It allows sparing many 0. . . in the initial
part of the bw_profile of this purchase order.
signature: the signature of the buyer on all previous
fields, except offer_id.
The contract message that is obtained from the broker after
a successful purchase contains the following fields:
contract_id: the ID of this contract.
offer: a full copy of the offer specification message.
purchase_order: a full copy of the purchase order message.
contract_timestamp: the time when the broker signed
the contract. Should be the same moment when the contract
was created, just after the purchase order validation.
br_address: the address that the seller’s border router
will make available for this link. It is covered by the
br_address_template in the offer, and it has the form
IP:PORT or [IP]:PORT.
contract_signature the signature of the broker on all
previous fields, except the contract_id.
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Fig. 2. Time to buy bandwidth. The just one attempt case depicts one AS
purchasing the offer and N − 1 getting a failure notification.

offers. In this situation, less than 7 seconds are required to
resolve all the purchases. The uniform distribution of the offers
case (uniformly dist. offer) is also shown for comparison.
Finally, and as an example of a simple broker mediation,
we show the time needed to complete the purchase the clients
specify, or an equivalent one (equivalent offer case). The
equivalent offer is defined in this broker to be an offer that is
available, derived from the requested offer (all fields except
bw_profile identical), and has sufficient bandwidth.
With these results, we can assert that the prototype performs
sufficiently well to allow the clients buy bandwidth only some
minutes before they actually need it, thus preventing a very
long term prediction of the bandwidth requirements that would
not be realistic.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Many path aware architectures have been proposed, going
back to Nimrod [7], Pathlets [12], Platypus [19], NEBULA [3],
NIRA [26], and SCION [4], [27]. Significant progress has been
made to enable the deployment of these architectures in order
to realize their benefits, including rapid fail-over, concurrent
use of parallel paths, and QoS enabled networks. SCION, in
particular, is the first inter-domain multi-path PAN architecture
used in practice [16]. Our thesis is that the PAN architecture
combined with the trust structure of SCION can serve as a
basis for more dynamic interconnection between ASes, and
that economic incentives will play an important role in such
an architecture, as proposed in the ChoiceNet project [24].
We are not the first to consider how to enable more dynamic
peering among ASes. Route Bazaar [8] and Dynam-IX [18] are
prominent previous efforts. Route Bazaar automates the initiation, establishment, and verification of end-to-end connectivity
agreements by using a trusted decentralized public ledger.
These agreements are for a fixed volume of traffic, sampled at
routers to generate a forwarding proof for path conformance
verification. All the advertisements, agreements, and forwarding and payment proofs are recorded on the public ledger. One
challenge for such an approach is that, to provide resiliency
without centralized trusted parties, decentralized public ledgers
require that each added transaction be confirmed, which can
add significant uncertainty and delay before a contract could
be used. We argue that the foundational trust structure of
SCION (i.e., ISDs) removes the need for a decentralized public
ledger, so that immediately after establishing a contract the

new connectivity can be announced through SCION beaconing
and used soon thereafter.
Dynam-IX enables ISPs to exploit the rich interconnection
opportunities at IXPs to implement traffic engineering policies
quickly. It also utilizes a distributed tamper-proof ledger to
build trust. In Dynam-IX, peers interact directly with other
ASes to offer and query interconnection opportunities rather
than with a third party. This may offer advantages in terms of
reducing trust in third parties. On the other hand, if incentives
can be properly aligned, a third party may enable greater
flexibility (e.g., by splitting an offer), negotiation of service
levels, more efficient matching of offers and requests, auctionbased markets, and dispute handling. IXPs, which are already
trusted by peers to handle AS interconnections, and have been
proposed as a neutral and trusted source of measurements [2],
are promising candidates to take on this responsibility.
Previous studies investigated the important role of IXPs in
the current Internet architecture [9], [15]. Enabling SDN at
IXPs (SDXs) [14] even further increases the potential of IXPs
to improve the inter-domain routing. A type of SDX called
an Economic Software-Defined Exchange Point (ESDX) [13]
has been proposed to serve as a trusted intermediary, enforcing
interdomain policy at interconnection points.
VII. S UMMARY AND F UTURE W ORK
We have proposed to combine market concepts [24] with the
path aware and secure-by-design architecture of SCION [27]
to enable dynamic, low cost, and granular establishment of service contracts between providers. Earlier work [25] has shown
the potential for a “spot market” based on such mechanisms to
benefit all participants, by enabling providers with temporary
(e.g., diurnal) excess capacity to monetize it, while also giving
other providers additional traffic engineering options (e.g., to
shift predictable elastic loads).
In future work, we intend to investigate extending the
service beyond a single AS hop, more sophisticated “matchmaking” services, study the viability of contract composition
(purchases could depend on other contracts), QoS orchestration (creation of QoS connections and contracts between ASes,
e.g., via COLIBRI [11]), and other ways to align incentives
among the parties, e.g., in the measurement and validation
system. Finally, we consider deploying a pilot program in
some IXPs and institutions, in particular those that interconnect educational networks such as GEANT or certain NRENs.
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